


The findings reported in this talk are part of a study of psych verbs in a
number of varieties of Sicilian, which we are conducting under the
auspices of the Centro di Studi Filologici e Linguistici Siciliani.

The scope of the talk is limited to object experiencer psych verbs. This
is the class which Belletti & Rizzi (1988) first brought to the attention of
linguists, noting that it posed a potential problem for theta theory (e.g.,
It. preoccupare). Our working assumption was that these verbs are
causative (Grimshaw 1990, Bentley 2006, Cifuentes Honrubia 2015,
etc.).



We started from the empirical observation that, when transitive, these 
verbs seemed to be embedded in a periphrasis with fari ‘make’.

(1) I notizi du COVID u ficiru siddiari. [PA,M.Age]

‘The news on COVID upset him.’

ØIs there any variation in the periphrastic expression of the transitive?
If so, what does the variation depend on and how should it be
captured?



ØIn variationist terms, age and level of education turned out to be
significant, provenance did not.

ØTwo broad subclasses of object experiencer psych verbs: the one is 
positively correlated with the periphrasis, the other is not. 

ØOur proposal is that the psych verbs which can, and often do, express
causation periphrastically only entail that a cause exists, whereas the
verbs that express causation lexically include a causal activity as part
of their lexical meaning.



A questionnaire (translation task) was administered to 105 speakers 
from the following provinces of Sicily: AG, CL, CT, ME, PA, RG, SR, TP. 

The morphosyntactic variation under observation concerned:
• [±Peri(phrastic)] in the transitive
• [±SE] in the intransitive
• [±Passive] in the intransitive
• [±Dative] in the intransitive



A questionnaire (translation task) was administered to 105 speakers 
from the following provinces of Sicily: AG, CL, CT, ME, PA, RG, SR, TP. 

The morphosyntactic variation under observation concerned: 
• [±Peri(phrastic)] in the transitive
• [±SE] in the intransitive
• [±Passive] in the intransitive
• [±Dative] in the intransitive



The verbs included in the questionnaire were chosen on the basis of
previous studies of object experiencer psych verbs, which had found
them to be a composite verb class (see, e.g., Bossong 1998; Cançado
1995; Martin 2010). We also included three non-psych causative verbs.

(2) innervosire, preoccupare, calmare, seccare, (fare) arrabbiare,
convincere, colpire, mortificare, stufare, divertire, meravigliare,
spaventare, provocare, imbrogliare, interessare

(3) rompere, chiudere, aprire



The periphrasis was not given in the input (exception being made for 
fare arrabbiare).

(4) a. Oggi tu lo hai proprio innervosito [input]

b. Lui si è innervosito [input]
Oggi tu lu facisti veru annirvari [response - TP,L.Age,H.Ed]

Iddu s’annirvau (Sic.) [response - TP,L.Age,H.Ed]



Only 72 of the 105 questionnaires provided the following information
exhaustively:

• Age (H,M,L)
• Education (H,L)
• Provenance (AG, CL, CT, ME, PA, RG, SR, TP)
• Urb/Nurb



We analysed the data with Rbrul (Johnson 2019). A one level analysis of the
[±Peri] effect with predictors Speaker [random, not tested] and Age (0.0119)
+ Education (0.0343) + Provenance (0.118) + Urb.Nurb (0.504) gave Age and
Education as significant:

• Age (p=0.0119)
• Education (p=0.0343)

The group of H.Age and H.Education speakers yielded the highest proportion
of [+Peri] responses (42%) (the lowest percentage was found in the group
M.Age and L.Education: 20%).



To look for other relevant factors in the variation, we analysed the full
body of data (105 questionnaires) leaving out the social variables. A
one-level regression with [±Peri] as the binary dependent variable and
Question, [±Psych] and [±Anim] as potential predictors (plus Speaker as
a random effect) suggested that

• Question was the only significant factor (p<0.001).
• The strength of the relationship of each Question with [±Peri] was as

follows.



logodds tokens Peri/Peri+Nperi factor weight
QE (arrabbiari) 6.859 105 0.981 0.999
QA (annirbari) 5.366 105 0.924 0.995
QO (scantari) 4.157 105 0.800 0.985
QB (proccupari) 2.795 105 0.552 0.942
QD (siddiari) 2.390 105 0.467 0.916
QC (carmari) 1.633 105 0.314 0.837
QH (siddiari) 1.422 105 0.276 0.806
QM (addivertiri) 1.309 105 0.257 0.787



logodds tokens Peri/Peri+NPeri factor weight
QF (cunvìnciri) -0.590 105 0.057 0.357
QP (provocari) -0.790 105 0.048 0.312
QR (rùmpiri) -2.471 105 0.010 0.078
QT (ràpiri) -2.472 105 0.010 0.078
QG (culpiri) -2.473 105 0.010 0.078
QQ (‘mbrugghiari) -2.474 105 0.010 0.078
QU (interessari) -16.558 105 0.000 < 0.001



We left out interessari because of its strong association with [±Dative]
(99 out of 105 tokens were [+Dat]), which suggested that it is a dative
experiencer psych verb.

(5) I dolci non gli interessano – Non gli/s’ interessa. [input]
I cosi duci un c’interessanu – Un c’interessa. [response - ME, Lage, Hed]

We shall not address the question whether dative experiencer psych
verb are to be considered subject (Cardinaletti 2004) or object
experiencer verbs (Cifuentes Honrubia 2015, Kailuweit 2015) or a
separate class (Bentley 2006).



(6) a. Le tue parole non lo hanno convinto. [input]

b. La sua famiglia l’ha imbrogliata. [input]

(7) a. I botti hanno spaventato il mio cane. [input]

b. Quei giochi lo divertono proprio. [input]

Li to paroli nun lu cunvincerunu. [response - TP,L.Age,H.Ed]

La so famigghia la ‘mrugghiau.[response - TP, L.Age,H.Ed]

Li botti ficiru scantari lu me cani. [response - TP, L.Age,H.Ed]

Ddi iochi lu fannu addivertiri veru. [response - TP, L.Age,H.Ed]



The second questionnaire was administered in a dialect variety. We
solicited grammaticality or acceptability judgements on 5 groups of 13
sentences.

We adopted a scale from +1 (defined as ha senso e sicuramente io lo
direi), to 0 (non ha molto senso, ma forse qualcuno lo direbbe) and -1
(non ha senso e credo che non lo direbbe nessuno).



We tested for lexicalised agentivity the two subclasses of verbs found
in the Questions associated with [+Peri] and, respectively, [-Peri] (and
we also tested the non-psych verbs).

We assumed that a verb lexicalizes agentivity if it is incompatible with a
periphrasis which cancels inferences of intentionality and volition (Van
Valin & Wilkins 1996).

(8) a. Maria cunvincì a Salvaturi senza sapir(i)lu/senza vulir(i)lu [input]
b. Maria fici scantari a Salvaturi senza sapir(i)lu/senza vulir(i)lu [input]



Both groups of psych verbs - those which are strongly associated with
the periphrasis (group C) and those which are not (group A) - turned out
not to be associated with agentivity. (Group B is non-psych).

factor coefficient tokens mean

Group B 0.067 50 -0.640

Group A -0.003 100 -0.710

Group C -0.064 175 -0.771

Table 1: Analysis of response Ag1 with predictors Speaker
(random) and verb group (p>0.1).



We tested the same subclasses of verbs for the lexicalization of an
activity or process of verbing (Van Valin & LaPolla 1997:410; see also
Martin 2010).

We can’t use the results of embedding in fari… da/a. However, we have
the findings of embedding in a perception periphrasis with ‘see’.

(9) a. Maria vitti a Turi cunvìnciri a so matri.[input]
b. Maria vitti a Turi scantari a so matri. [input]

‘Mary saw Turi convince/scare his mother.’



Group A, the one that tends to express causation lexically, turned out to 
be a significant predictor in the acceptability of embedding in the 
perception periphrasis.

factor coefficient tokens mean

Group B 0.448 50 0.900

Group A 0.268 100 0.720

Group C -0.715 175 -0.263

Table 2: Analysis of response Act1 with predictors Speaker
(random) and verb group (p<0.001).



We asked speakers if the fari periphrasis meant the same as the lexical
transitive.

(10a) I notizi ru COVID u ficiru siddiari
(10b) I notizi ru COVID u siddiaru

They responded that this was the case with Group C verbs (annirbari,
scantari, proccupari, siddiari, carmari, addivertiri), although in some
cases (addivertiri, proccupari) the periphrasis was more natural.



Two subclasses of object experiencer psych verbs emerged from the
first phase of the analysis: the one tends to occur in a periphrasis with
fari in the transitive (e.g., fari proccupari ‘worry (tr.)’), the other does
not (e.g., ‘mbrugghiari ‘deceive, cheat’), similarly to non-psych
causatives (e.g., ràpiri ‘open’).

The subclass that tends to exhibit a lexical causative is more readily
embedded in a perception periphrasis (Maria vitti a Turi ‘mbrugghiari
a so matri ‘Maria saw Turi deceive his mother’).



We propose that Group C (arrabbiari, annirbari, scantari, proccupari,
siddiari, carmari, addivèrtiri) only entails that a cause exists, but it
does not lexicalise anything else about this cause. The cause is not an
activity or a process.

Building on Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995: 83), we propose this
representation for these verbs, although we remain non-committal on
their Aktionsart properties (see Marín & McNally 2011 for an important
proposal).

(11) [[X PRED αʹ] CAUSE [Y BECOME [STATE]]



Group A (cunvinciri, mbrugghiari, provocari, colpiri) lexicalises an
activity or process, which could in principle be a causative activity (cf.
12a), although further work is necessary to test whether this
hypothesis extends to all the verbs in the group. Some of the verbs in
the group may not be causative at all (cf. 12b).

(12) a.[[X DO-SOMETHING] CAUSE [Y BECOME [STATE]]
b. [X DO-SOMETHING] & [Y BECOME [STATE]]



To return to the [+Peri] alternation, the periphrasis is associated with
the verbs that only entail that a cause exists (Group C): with these
verbs the causer can, and often is, encoded as the argument of fari.

The verbs which lexicalise an event of causation of their own (Group A)
are not normally embedded under fari, because this embedding may
result in a reading of indirect or mediated causation (Cruse 1972,
Comrie 1985).
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